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World without some introductory Account of it, is no better than laying it
down at random ; or, more properly, exposing it. "Pis an unreasonable Neglect of some¬
thing that equally concerns the Autho^ and the World : for if an Author has endeavoui’d
to do something more useful and complete upon any Subject than has been already done,
and thinks he has in some measure succeeded; as the telling the World so, may be done
without any Breach of Modesty, so it appears to me equally just and necessary to explain
particularly wherein the Improvements and Advantages of the Work lie ; that every one
may see how far it answers their Purpose, and deserves their Encouragement. It must
stand upon its own Basis, no doubt ; yet nothing seems more honest and reasonable than
this kind of Invitation to look into it. It may be objected, I know, that here is only
the Author’s Word for this Account, which is a partial Testimony : But if it be consi¬
ders , that he ventures his Credit as well as the Success of his Work , upon a fair Repre¬
sentation, this, I may reasonably hope, will incline the more Candid and Charitable, to
believe that it is so. And upon this Hope I presume to give you the following Account
of this WoH.
Arithmetick

is a Subject of that Extent , that in some Respects it can never be

exhausted; and of that Value, as to deserve all the Study and Pains that can be bestow’d
upon it. It is certain, there is no End in the Knowledge of Numbers ; but as to a just
and rational System of the Science, one would think that can’t be a thing still wanted,
after so many Books already written on this Subject : Nevertheless, in my. Opinion, we
are far from having any such thing, in our Language at least ; and as to what may he in
other Languages, I can only fay, That I have not found it in the Books that have come
to my hands.
But that I may exprels my Sentiments upon this Matter a little more particularly, as
necessary to introduce an Account of the present Work , I shall first observe, That Arith¬
metick is to be consider’d in two Respects, viz. either in its Theory, which contains the
Abstract and Speculative Knowledge of pure Numbers ; or in its Praffue, which con¬
tains the Application of that Theory to human Affairs. The Theory is first in order of
Science; the Application supposing and depending upon it : So that there can be no Appli¬
cation without some previous abstract Knowledge of Numbers ; that abstract Knowledge
being the very thing to be appl/d . But then it is to be consider’d, that there is a great
Difference betwixt understanding the Sense and Meaning of any Proposition, or of any
Rule in Arithmetick, so as to be able to follow its Directions; and knowing the Reason
and Demonstration of the Truth of that Proposition or Rule. Hence it is, that there
are two very different ways of studying and knowing Arithmetick, The Generality who
practise Arithmetick, and even many whose Business requires a Knowledge much above
the more common Parts, yet understand little or nothing of the Reason or Demonstration
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of what they do, because they study not the Theory of Arkhmetick, and' ask no more
than plain Rules for the Practice , so far as they have use for it. But others, considering
Arkhmetick as a Science founded upon Principles and Reason, require a Demonstration
for every thing.
Answerable to those two different Demands, the Books of Arkhmetick which we have,
are of two kinds; the Pradical and Theorical. The practical Books are most of them
small-Treatises of the first and more simple -Elements and Applications of Arkhmetick:
But besides that they go a very Ihort way into tire Science, they have alfo left us ..without
the least. Reason for any thing tliU deliver) more than what is in sortie Cafes evident
from the Nature of the fling : Taking all the rest for granted, or leading The Demonstra¬
tion to the Theorists.
The Theorical Writers have treated Arkhmetick as a Science, by demonstrating what
they deliver : Some of them treat the Subject altogether abstractly, without any particular
Application, as Parsons in his Clavis Arithmeticœ: others with the Theory join also the
Application, doing more or less in it as they have thought fit, as Ward, Tacfuet^ and
others. Of this Class, again, some begin in the natural Order wish the simple Elements:
Others omit these, supposing them already understood, and fell in at once into a more ad¬
vanced Theory . Such Elements of Arkhmetick we have in Euclid's 7th, Sth, and 9th Books;
and this Method has been imitated both anciently and of late. Taopiet has given us
those three Books of Euclid for the Elements of Arkhmetick ; placing them before what
he calls the practical Arkhmetick, which contains the common Principles and Rules,
and some things relating to Progressions, with the Extraction of the Square and Cube
Roots ; all very neatly explained and demonstrated, as far as he carries the matter, [ex¬
cepting one small Mistake I have occasionally taken notice of in the following Work;
and his Demonstrations of the Square and Cube Roots, which appear to me deficient.]
But I could never understand the Reason of this Order ; he could not certainly mean
that those Elements of Euclid were to be studied before the more simple Elements, which
without doubt Euclid supposed as necessarily previous to his.
But of all the Works of this Class, I have found none which I can reckon a plain, ra¬
tional and compleat System or Institution of the Science of Arkhmetick ; effier from the
want of several things, even elementary and fundamental in the Science, (which is a
common Fault with them all) or being too concise and short in other things; or from
some other Difficulty or Fault in the Method ; owing, perhaps, to their particular Views
and Designs; but which answers not to my Idea of the thing wanted. How unac¬
countable (for Example) is it in Mathematical Writers, to leave several things undemonstrated, ' to send us to Euclid for others^ or give us but very general and imperfect Hints
of a Demonstration ? But I have done ; for to be more particular, would not only be
useless, but perhaps be misconstrued to a worse Sense.
From this. general Account of Arkhmetick, and the different Ways of treating it, the
Thing wanted will easily appear to be this, •vint. A Treatise, wherein the -Science is de¬
duced from its first Principles; and carried on With clear and accurate Demonstration
thro' all the fundamental Tranches of its Theory and Practice, with die more consider¬
able Improvements hitherto made in the Science; all disposed according to the most eaiy
and natural Connection and Dependence of the several Parts ; hereby uniting the whole
into one regular and complete System. Again, in such a System Numbers must not only
be considerd abstractly, or purely as Numbers , but we must also consider their Applica¬
tion to particular Subjects, that we may have a compleat Course of what we call the
practical Arkhmetick ; which, besides the mote simple Elements of -Practice, or funda¬
mental Rules of Operation with pure and abstract Numbers , explains the Application of
those Rules to' the more common arid ordinary Subjects of human Affairs.
Such
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. Such a complete and rational System of Arithmetick, accommodated to the Purposes
both of the practical and speculative People, I have endeavour’d to give in the following
Work ; of the Contents and Order of which, I shall give you a more particular Account
immediately: But .before this, it will be proper to make the following general Reflection
upon the System’of Arithmetick, both as to its Theory and Practice ; which is this:
Arithmetick taken abstractly, or in its Theory, being the first great Branch of the
Mathematicks, its Application is to be found not only in the common Affairs of Life and
Society, but in all the Sciences that are call’d Mathematical, (which have all their different
Uses in Society.) But then observe, that it is not to be expected that a Course of Arith¬
metick should explain such Applications as require the Knowledge of other Sciences; for
then we should be obliged to bring into it all the Mathematical Sciences; since to understand
its Application to the Subjects ofc these Sciences, does necessarily require our understanding
the Principles of them. For Example, if ’tis proposed to find what Part or Parts any lester
Sphere is of another, the Lengths of their Diameters being known ? This is a Question
solvable by Arithmetick ; yet the Reason of the Rule goes farther than Arithmetick, for
it depends upon Geometry, viz. upon that Geometrical Truth , that Spheres are to one
another in Proportion as the Cubes of their Diameters ; and so belongs to Arithmetick
only as this is applicable in Geometry , and supposes the Knowledge of this Science.
' ,From this it is evident, that the Applications proper to be explained in a System of
Arithmetick, are only such as relate to the more ordinary Affairs of Life, which require
the previous Knowledge of no other particular Science, and depend immediately and di¬
rectly upon the Consideration of the Numbers of things, and some other common Cir¬
cumstances. Such are all the simple Applications of the common fundamental Opera¬
tions of Arithmetick, either in Whole Numbers or in Fractions ; and the Applications
of the general Rules of Proportion in the common Subjects of Trade and Commerce:
For in. all this there is no more requir’d, but a careful Attention .to the Sense of the
Question, and the true Effect of the Rules of Arithmetick.
Again it is to be observ’d, That as the. Theory .of Arithmetick is an abstract Science,
independent of all those Subjects to which it maybe apply’d, it is therefore necessary that
we have a complete System of the Theory of Numbers , consider’d purely and abstractly
by themselves; this being presupposed in the Solution of all Questions in other Sciences,
which have.any Dependence upon Numbers . Tire-next,thing I observe here, is, That
tho’ there be many Truths discovered in the Theory of Arithmetick, of which there has
been no Use or Application yet found, this is no reason why those things should
be neglected or kept out of the Systemj they are still a Part of the Science, which we
ought,to enlarge more and more, as far as we can : One Age may find the Use of the
Theory which a former has invented,- as undoubtedly has been the -Case, with respect to
most part of the-Theory both of Arithmetick and Geometry . I shall but add this one
thing more, viz. That tho' many things in the Science of Numbers were fuppos’d to be
of no particular l^ se in human Affairs, yet as the Mind of Man is made for Knowledge
and Contemplation, and the Pleasure arising from the Perception of Beauty and Order in
other things, is aHow’d t@be worthy of rational Natures ; the Contemplation of the sur¬
prizing Connections, the beautiful Order and Harmony of Relations und Dependencies
found among Numbers , is not less reasonable: And if to this be joined foe vast.Extent
pi' the Use and Application of Arithmetick, the Reasonableness and Necessity of explain¬
ing the Theory of Numbers so largely as I have done, will easily be allow’d.
I should now come to the Contents of,the following Worky but as some particular
Circumstances oblige me tp take notice of two late and well-known Authors, Mr . Hill
and Mr . Hœttan>I shall first discuss what I think necessary to fay as to their Works.
Mr . Hi/Te Book, which he calls Arithmetick in Theory and Praffice, ;is remarkable
chiefly for the very uncommon Recommendation it carries with it from a very con¬
siderable Master. We are told by Mr . Ditton, That take this Author purely as an Arith¬
metician,
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metician , he has not only done more and much better than Wingate, Cocker, Leybutn,
or any other of the ' Writers in our Tongue , but indeed all that can be done by Arith¬
and therefore (fays he) if no other Book on this Subject comes out till this
metics
Performance is really mended, I'm satisfy’d we shall have no new Book of Arithmetick
very soon.
Now here was such a Defiance , and from such a Hand , that they were bold enough
who ventur’d first to write after it, and even without the least Apology , or Notice taken
of this Challenge, as several have done : Whatever Reason others thought they had for
such a Conduct , I thought it necessary for my own Vindication to make the following
Remarks on this Book and its Recommendation.
That Mr . Hill has several things that are not common , I do acknowledge, * but for his
having done much better than all that went before him, 15s not my Business to determine ;
what I'm concerted in chiefly, is the Assertion of his having done all that can be done
by Arithmetick , a thing I was much surprm'd to hear from so good a Judge as Mr . Bit ton ;
and because if this be true, then what I offer to the World must be either impertinent
or superfluous; it can’t be thought out of my Road if I enquire a little into the Truth of
this Assertion. By the mention Mr . Ditton makes of Algebra , it appears to me, that he
would have nothing admitted into Arithmetick that is any way owing to Algebra. Now,
supposing this were reasonable, yet the Book in question will still be found both very de¬
fective in what it ought to contain to answer so great a Character, and also to have many
tilings that belong not to a pure Treatise of Arithmetick . In the first place, with what
Truth and Justice can it be said, That a Book contains all that belongs to Arithmetick,
and that one needs learn no more, (as he also says) which , (besides that there is no De¬
monstration, and consequently no Science ) wants many things that are fundamental and
necessary, and yet do not absolutely depend upon Algebra ; (tho’ they may be made easier
in many things by its help) particularly in the Doctrine of Proportion : For tho’ we have
here several Propositions relating to this Subject, yet we are very far from having any
thing like a just and orderly Treatise of Proportion : Nor (to mention no more of its
Defects ) have we any of the rest of the fundamental and curious Theory of Numbers,
contain ’d in Euclid’s 7th, 8th, and 9th Books . Again, if we must exclude what is any
,
way owing to Algebra, then most of what is uncommon in Mr . Hill, as upon Progrejstows
, and Ex trail ion of Roots, do not belong to Arith¬
Interefl, Logarithms, Combinations
metick : And if these belong to Arithmetick, notwithstanding their Dependence upon
Algebra, then so must a great many other things not to be found in Mr . Hill ’s Book.
But I have said enough, and shall leavx you to judge by the following Work , whether
that Book contains all that can be done by Arithmetick, and consequently what to think
of this extraordinary Recommendation , which indeed is more faulty than the Book
itself.
Mr . Hattons Book , which I have here in my view , is his Int ire System of Arithmetick:
If this Book had answer’d the promising Title , my Labour had beeneprevented, - but I
could not help judging otherwise of a Book that not only leavep us without Demonstra¬
tion in most things, and sometimes gives us a mere Proof of a particular Example, instead
of a general Demonstration ; but which , in a word, comes very far short both of the
Contents and Order due to an Intire System. As I’m no further concern ’d in the Criti¬
cism of another Man's Work , than it is necessary to vindicate my own , I shall be con¬
tent with this general Reflection upon this Work , and leave it to an impartial Compa¬
rison to justify what I have alledg’d, and determine whether there was not yet wanting
a more Intire System. There is one thing more I must fay here, viz. That as I think it
is every one’s business who writes upon any Subject, to discover the Errors (especially
if they are of any consequence ) committed by others, fb I hope there will be no Mis¬
construction made of my Design, in exposing some Errors I have found in this or in any
other Author : It is the Treatment I expect my self, and shall receive without com¬
plaining.
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plaining*. But I’m oblig’d for the sake of the Publick, to observe here, that as Mr.

Hat ton has found fault with Dr . Harris’s Rule for the discompting of Simple Interests for
Money paid before it is due ; so he ought in justice to have told the World , That the

Tables of Discompt in his own Index to Interest, printed Anno 1711, are calculated by
the fame false Rule ; that no body may be longer impos’d upon by them . And that you
may not think the Consequence inconsiderable, take this Example : The Discompt of
1000/ . paid 90 Days before due, is by his Tables /. 13.9571, the Discompt being at
6 percent, whereas, according

to

the True Rule , the Discompt ought to be /. 14.57882

I proceed now to a more particular Account of the following Work , which is di¬
vided into six Books.
I.

BOOK

In this Book I have largely explain’d and demonstrated the first simple Principles and
fundamental Operations of Arithmetick in Integers or Whole Numbers: In which, after
the Principles and Rules for the Management of pure and abstract Numbers , I have se¬
parately explain’d the Use and Application of these Rules to particular Subjects, such as
occur in human Affairs.
II.
BOOK
Here you have fully handled the Doctrine of Frail ions, where I have first explain’d
(in a way I think very eafy and demonstrative) the general Nature and Theory of Frac¬
tions, as a necessary Foundation for understanding the Reason of the Practice >which I
have next folly explain’d both in Vulgar and Decimal Frail ions, as they are diftinguiih’d.
Only what we call Infinite or Circulating Decimals, are referr’d to Book5. for the fake of
the Demonstration.
Observe, As these two Books contain the first and fundamental Principles and Rules of

Arithmetick j and as the right understanding of the Foundations of any Science is of great
Importance , I have therefore enlarg’d and improv ’d every Part almost with such parti¬
cular Explications and Rules, as will, I hope, be of great use for attaining to a just and
perfect Idea of this Science in its Fundamentals, and a more masterly Practice.
III.

BOOK

Contains the Doctrine of the Powers and Roots of Numbers ; wherein I have first par¬
ticularly explain’d, the Nature and Theoty of those Numbers call’d Powers and Roots. After
this you have the Rules for raising or forming Powers, and Ex trailing Roots in Integers

and Fractions, where I have explain’d Sir Isaac Newton’s famous Rule call’d the Bino¬

mial Theorem, and some other curious things relating to the ExtraHion of Roots.

You

have here also what is called the Arithmetick of Surds, which contains a more particular
Application of the preceding Theory to Roots, especially those called Surds. Lastly, you
have all the Propositions of the 2d Book of Euclid, which are applicable to Numbers, with
some others of the fame kind.
Observe, As to the Contents of this Book , that excepting the common Rules for ex¬
tracting the Square and Cube Roots, all the rest of this curious Branch of Arithmetick is
to be found only in our Books of Algebra : because the Use of it is above the common
Affairs of Life, and occurs chiefly in the higher Applications of the Algebraick Art ; and
also because the Demonstration of it can hardly be made without the help of Algebra.
But as it is directly and immediately a Part of the Theory of Numbers ; which does in¬
deed no otherwise belong to a Treatise of Algebra, than any other thing in Arithmetick,
*
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which may be demonstrated by the help of the Algebrakk Method . Also, since I have
taken that Method of Demonstration (of which I shall give you a particular Account af¬
terwards) I have therefore given it its due place in the System of Arithmetick. I must
also observe, that tho’ the Writers of Algebra have taken this Part of the Theory of
Arithmetick into their Province , yet it is not , in our Language , treated so fully and par¬
ticularly as it ought to be ; many things being left without Demonstration that to me
seem far from being self-evident.
For the Extraction of Roots, especially those above the Square and Cube, there are easier
Methods , owing also to the Algebraick Art ; but as they exceed the Limits prescrib’d to
this System, they must therefore be sought elsewhere.
BOOK

IV.

Contains the DoBrine of Proportion in all its Branches, as distinguished into Arithmetical,
Geometrical and Harmonical. In each of which , as I have endeavour ’d to make the fun¬
damental things clear and plain, so I have omitted nothing worth knowing , in this great
and useful part of Arithmetick , that I could any where find, or that my own Study could
furnish : Whereby , as you have all that our common Books contain, to you have many
other things to be found only in such Authors as are not in every body’s hands ; and
many things intirely new, for what I know . And, in both those last two kinds, besides
what is mix’d here and there, there are some more considerable Additions ; particularly
upon ArithmeticalProgrefstons, in Chap.2 . §. 2 All that is from Schol. 2 . (after Probl. 2.)
is intirely new . The Chapters 5, and 6. with the Appendix to this Book, contain things
uncommoS , and for the most part altogether new ; (fee Contents more particularly.) So
that I dare presume to say, you have here a more compleat System of the Doctrine of
Proportions than can be found else where , in our Language at least.
As to the Subject of Chap. 6. which is Harmonical Proportion, I have this Observation
to make, That as Mustek in its first Principles depends altogether upon Numbers , so the
Knowledge of the Application of Numbers to Mustek, which I may call the Arithmeti¬
cal Theory of it, is so very useful and entertaining, that ’tis pity it were so little under¬
stood, as I doubt it is, both by the Practisers and Lovers of Mustek . What was proper
or necessary to bc^donc in this Work , concerning that Application , I have done it ; and
if any one wants a particular Treatise upon this Subject, they will find it in a Book
call’d, A Treatise of Mufck , Speculative, Prailical , and Historical; which is to be found
with the Booksellers to whom the present Work belongs.
BOOK

V.

This Book is a Miscellany of various things, which are not comprehended under one
Common Name ; and consists of VI . Parts, in as many different Chapters ; whose Con¬
tents are as follow.
1. The Doctrine of Prime and Composite Numbers ; a fundamental and curious Branch
of the Theory of Arithmetick.
This is a great Part of the Doctrine of Euclid’s 7 th, 8th, and 9 th Books of Elements ;
Which contain, besides, many things relating to the Doctrine of Proportion; but those I
have put in their due Place with the rest of that Doctrine , which is not so complete in
Euclid as it has been made since : but as my Method of Demonstration is generally
different from his, (tho’ in some things there can’t be a better than his, and perhaps no
other ; ) so I have not only deliver’d mis Theory in a different, and, as I think, a more
natural Order ; but by means of the Algebraic Method , I have gain’d these Advantages,
viz. That several things are made Corollaries to others , which have a sufficiently tedious
Demonstration in Euclid. Again, several Propositions are made universal, which are li¬
mited
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mited in Euclid to a sew particular Cases: And in others, which can be prov’d only by
an Induction of Particulars, I have made the Universality of the Induction more clear
and evident, by another Method of Reasoning.
There are here also many things which are not in Euclid,• Part of which I met with
in some rare Books, and others occurr ’d to my own Study and Observation ; particularly
the 3d Section is intirely new. I shall mention but one thing more, that is, a New and
very Easy Way of finding all the Prime and Compos,te Numbers within any given Limit:
of which I have given *n Example, extended only to 999. The Form of the Table in
which they are collected, is much the fame with that in Dr . Pell’s Edition of Brancker’s
Algebra ; tho’ the Rule by which I have composed it be vastly more easy than what’s
given there.
2. The curious Theory of Figurate Numbers; a thing but just touch’d upon in any
English Book, of my Acquaintance . I have met with more of it in some others, but
either without Demonstration, or so much out of my Methods that I could make no use
of it. And here the Advantage of the Algebraick Method was manifest, by which, several
of those things are very simply and easily demonstrated, that otherwise have a very dif¬
ficult and tedious Demonstration : and without which other things could not, I doubt,
be demonstrated at all. To the fame means also I owe several things here, that I found

in none of my Authors; whereby I have carried this Part further, and, by putting the
whole together in a just Order, nave given it a more perfect Form than I have any where
found it in.
Here you have a new Canon for the Coefficients of the Powers of a Binomial Root;
and several curious Propositions, relating particularly to Square Numbers : With Rules
for summing the Series of the Squares and Cubes of the natural Progreffion of Numbers
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . gtc.

without

actually

raising

these

Powers

and adding

them

together

; and a

Method of raising Canons for summing any of the higher Powers.
As to the Use of this Part, whatever else it may be (which in Mathematical Affairs is
considerable) you have thro’ the whole, remarkable Examples of what I formerly mention’d, viz. Of beautiful and surprizing Order and Connection among Numbers.
3. Of Infinite Series of Numbers ; particularly of decreasing Geometrical Progressions
,
(some pfeful Applications of which you have in the next Chapter) and of those Encreafing Series, which are the chief and fundamental things of what the Mathematicians call
the Arithmetick of Infinites; of which they have made a noble Use in Geometry; having
hereby particularly sound many useful practical Rules, for the Mensuration of Solids ana
gauging of Vessels. What I have done here belongs properly to Arithmetick. The Ap¬
plication of it to Geometry you’ll find in Sturmy’s Mathefis Enucleata, or Ward’s Intro¬
duction. But the whole Doctrine and Application at large, is to be sought from the ce¬
lebrated Author of it, Dr . Wallis.
4. The Theory and Practice of Infinite or Circulating Decimals (referr’d to this Place
for the fake of the Demonstration) which, with what is already done in Book2d, Chap.2d,
.tnajfesa compleat System of Decimals.
Dr . Wallis is.probably the first, as he has himself observ’d, who has distinctly consider’-!
this curious Subject of Circulating Decimals. He has given us the fundamental Theory
of it, but without Demonstration ; nor has he meddled with tire practical Part, or Way
of .managing Infinite Decimals in Arithmetical Operations. Mr . Brown, in his Decimal
Arithmetick, has handled but one 'single Cafe of the Practice, and that not completely
neither. Mr . Cunn (who is the last Author I know upon this Subject) in his Treatise of
Fractions, has in his way given us all that Dr . Wallis fays upon the Theory , yet without

any Demonstration, and a few other obvious things, tending more immediately to the
Practical Part ; which he has handled at full length, giving us Rules for all Operations
and all Cafes: But as he demonstrates none of those Rules, (which perhaps he reserv’d
for another Work ) he has also chosen to express them in such a manner, as to set the
a 2
Reason
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Reason as far out of view as possible, which has this Effect, that in the Rules of Multi¬
plication and Division (which are the more complex and difficult Parts) his Directions
are not so easily follow’d ; and are besides much harder for the Memory than the Method
I have chosen, which depends all upon the easy and natural Explication of one single
Proposition, viz.. The finding the finite Value of (or Vulgar Fraction equal to) any
circulating Decimal : for tho’ the Demonstrations are omitted, the Rule ought to be as
simple and easy as possible. But I must observe this further Effect of Mr .C»»w’sWay
of delivering these Rules, That by themselves one could never, <or very hardly, be led
into the Reason of them, nor consequently into the way I have chosenj so that it will
be the more easily believ’d that the Rules 1 have given, are the Effect of Speculations
made upon this Subject, before I saw this Book ; which I mention for this Reason only,
that I may not be thought ungrateful to one whom I acknowledge the first Author upon
this Practice, from whom therefore I might otherwise be supposed to have borrowed or
deduced all that I sayj and yet I do acknowledge I owe him one or two useful Hints.
I have only one thing more to add, viz. That his Rule for the Addition of Circulates
having compound Repetends is insufficient for a general Rule ; it will bring out the true
Answer in some Cases, but is not universally good for all Cases: the comparing it with
the Rule I have here demonstrated will ssiew the Difference, and the Truth of what
I fay.
y. The Logaritkmick Arithmetics:; wherein the Nature , Construction, and Use of
those admirable Numbers call’d Log ar ithms are explain’d and demonstrated.
The Manner of constructing or making Logarithms, which I have explained here, is
that of the Noble Inventor, the Lord Neper, because its Demonstration is more simple
and easy, tho’ the work itself vastly more tedious than other Methods which have been
discover’d since, by means of a deeper Application of the Algebraick Art than my limits
allowed me to use here. My Purpose is however sufficiently answer’d ; for as every one
who would understand the Reason and Use of Logarithms, is not under any necessity of
constructing them, that being often done alreadyj soI design’d chiefly what I think is most
generally demanded, that is, (i .) To demonstrate thee Origin and Nature of those Num¬
bers, or shew that there are really such Numbers to be found, as we define Logarithms;
which could not be better or more naturally done than by the Method of the Inventor.
And then, (2 .) to explain and demonstrate their Use and Application; which is the
same, whatever way they are calculated or constructed.
I ffiali fay but this one thing more, viz. That as those other Methods of Construction
are chiefly owing to Sir Isaac Newton’s Binomial Theorem; so far as I have explained
that Theorem, (which is only so far as relates to simple or proper Powers, i. e. having In¬
tegral Indexes) I have so far also made their way easy, who would study those other Rules
of Construction wherein that Theoret. 1is also apply’d to Boots-, which Rules they will
find no where more easily and fully explain’d than in Ronayne’s Algebra.
6. Of the Combinations of Numbers , a Part of Arithmetick which has been but very
little and generally handled by our Englip Writers ; and as little by others that have fallen
in my way. We have indeed most of the fundamental Propositions of it, in Hill’s
Arithmetick, yet far short of the Length I have carried' it to here. As the thing is in
itself curious, and not without coi siderabk' Use, especially in the Calculations of Chances,
I have explain’d it the more particularly. Here also you have another Demonstration of
the Binomial Theorem for Coefficients.
BOOK

VI.

Contains the Application of the Doctrine of Proportiofi to the Common Subjects of
Human Affairs: Wherein I have gone thro' a large and complete Course of all the
Common Rules and Branches of this Application. I have labour’d to make the Rules
as plain and intelligible as possible; and at the same time express them so, as the vast
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andRules of it, as far as my Purpose requir'd. As Algebra is nothing else but
an universal Method of representing Numbers , and reasoning about them, so it very na¬
turally belongs to Arithmedck : And in the Opinion of the Great Sir Isaac Newton, who calls
it the Universal Arithmetick, makes, with what in distinction from it he calls the Vulgar
Arithmetick, but one complete Art of Computation . But my Design not reaching to a
complete System of Arithmetick in this larger Sense, I have done no more as to Algebra
than is necessary for demonstrating the System of Arithmetick in the more strict Sense.
I have indeed been ask’d, why any thing is brought into a Treatise of Arithmetick,

the Principles

which stands in need of the Algebraick Art, or can be better done by that means than
otherwise, and not rather referr’d to a Treatise of Algebra ? The Answer was obvious,
viz. That wherever these things are placed, they belong to the System of Arithmetick:

And for the Algebra requir’d to the Demonstration, if one has already learnt it in a
more cxprels and particular Study of that Art, it is well ; but if not, ’tis just as proper
and easy to learn it in a Course of Arithmetick, as naturally belonging to this Science.
And if it is again ask’d, Why then I have not extended this Work to all the Parts of the
Algebraick Art, and thereby made a System of Arithmetick more complete ?

I answer,

That having the Choice of my Subject, I have given it such limits as I thought con¬
venient, and done such a Work as I thought was most wanted : Those who incline to
make a more particular Study of the Algebraick Art, must seek it elsewhere. But if
what is done here, both as to the Principles and Application of Algebra, be well under¬
stood, it will, I believe, prove an useful Introduction to the higher Parts of this admirable
Art, and a powerful Incitement to the further Study of it ; when it is consider’d, how
the most simple Elements of it are sufficient for acquiring such a Knowledge of Arith¬
metick as can’t be obtain’d without it in many things, and in others not without much
greater difficulty.
I hope then there will no Discouragement arise from a Prospect of Difficulty in this
Method, by such as are willing to study Arithmetick in a reasonable manner : For cho’
there are difficult and abstruse things in the Algebraick Art, yet all*the Principles and
Rules of it used in this Work, are in effect no more than a particular kind of Language;
or rather a compendious way of representing and comparing Numbers and the Effects of
their Operations : which may be learnt with a little pains, in two Lessons, or three at
most ; and as they are explain’d and apply’d by degrees, it will become easy and familiar
as you proceed.
For those who would study only the Practical Part, without the Theory and Reasons
of Things ; they will find what they want in the first, second, and sixth Books, with the
second Chapter of Book III . In all which, let them pass over the Demonstrations. And
if they would go further, ,they may read the "Problems in the fourth and fifth Books.
It remains that I explain the Meaning of a few Names used in the following Work,
for different kinds of Propositions.
A Definition
is the Explication of the Use and Meaning of any Word or Term
of Art ; as of this itself and the following.
An Axiom is a Proposition whose Truth is self-evident.
A The ore M is a Proposition whose Truth is to be demonstrated.
A Lemma is a Proposition to be demonstrated ; and which is premised to some other,
•to serve as a Principle for the more easy Demonstration of this other.
A Problem
is a Proposition of something to be done or discover’d.
A. Corollary
is a Proposition gain’d in consequence of another, whose Truth is
.evident from the Truth or Demonstration of . that other.
A Scholium
is some further Explication relating to what precedes.
Observe, In the Demonstrationsof the following Work , when any former Proposition is
be in the fame Book and Chapter in which it is quoted, unless it

quoted, it’s understood to
is otherwise expressed.
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